Introduction
Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME) is one of the most common age-related idiopathic generalized epilepsies with a high genetic predisposition, comprising 5-10% of all epilepsies [1] . Patients with JME usually present with massive myoclonic jerks, which comprise the predominant seizure type, often accompanied by generalized tonic-clonic seizures and less often by absences [2] . The onset of the disease is usually in puberty with the peak between 14 and 16 years of age [2] . Seizures may be precipitated by disturbances of the sleep-wake cycle, alcohol abuse, or stress; they commonly follow a circadian rhythm with predominance on awakening [2] . The electroencephalogram (EEG) is typically characterized by bilateral spike or poly-spike and wave complexes, with a maximum in the frontocentral areas [3] . Despite the fact that standard brain imaging is usually normal in JME patients, volumetric and connectivity magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies demonstrated increase of gray matter volume in mesial and basal frontal regions, decreased thalamic volume, and aberrant thalamocortical circuitry [4] . Increased connectivity between the prefrontal cognitive network and motor system is clearly associated with the pathophysiology of JME and explains why the seizures are elicited by cognitive activity [4] .
Neuropsychological studies revealed subtle cognitive deficits in patients with JME, mainlyimplicating the frontal lobes, affecting attention and executive functions such as abstraction and categorization, planning, and mental flexibility [5, 6] . Brain network abnormalities associated with decision-making behaviors were shown mainly in JME patients with ongoing seizures compared with those with controlled seizures or healthy individuals [6, 7] .
Psychiatric comorbidity is common in JME, affecting almost half of the patients [8] . In his seminal work, Dieter Janz described patients with JME as having rather unstable, suggestible, unreliable, and immature personalities [2] . Emerging evidence from the field of psychiatry suggests that patients with abnormal emotion processing and regulation, such as those with bipolar disorder, show disrupted connectivity between limbic structures and frontal cortices [9, 10] .
There is an unmet need for studies on emotion and social-cognitive deficits and their morphological substrates in JME patients. Insights into pathophysiological mechanisms ofemotiondysregulation and poor social adjustment would enable the development of new psychological and pharmacological interventional strategies for managing behavioral disturbances in patients with JME.
In this study, we aimed to address the problem of emotional disturbances and poor social adjustment in JME patients from multiple perspectives. We used thorough functional and structural assessments, which potentially enable elaboration of a unifying concept explaining the neurobiological background of disturbances in emotional processing and social adjustment in JME patients.
Methods
Patients aged 14 years or older with an electro-clinical diagnosis of JME were recruited. Healthy controls, including the siblings, were matched with patients with regard to age, sex, and education.
All patients underwent EEG and clinical assessment. Demographic data, age at seizure onset, duration of epilepsy, seizure types, seizure frequency, antiepileptic drug treatment, photosensitivity, psychiatric comorbidity, and previous psychological/psychiatric treatmentwere documented among other parameters.
The following tests were utilized in the study:
SCID I and SCID II
The Structured Clinical Interviews for DSM-IV Axis I (SCID-I) and Axis II (SCID-II) represent the American Psychiatric Association's official interview instruments for the assessment of DSM-IV Axis I clinical disorders and Axis II personality disorders, respectively [11, 12] . 
Empathy Quotient
The Empathy Quotient (EQ; [14] ) is a validated self-report questionnaire assessing the capacity to empathize with others, i.e., to recognize the affective state of another individual and to respond with an appropriate emotion.
Moving Triangles
The Moving Triangles test measures the extent to which subjects make mental state attributions to dynamic visual stimuli [15] .
Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test
The Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test ("Eyes test"; [16] ) measures higher-level facial emotion perception, where the subject has to infer mental and affective states from social cues of the eye region.
Faux Pas Test
The Faux Pas Test estimates the ability to recognize and understand a social faux pas, a statement in which the speaker accidentally offends or insults another person [17] .
Functional MRI
Functional data were acquired using EPI T2*-weighted sequences with the following parameters: 3-mm slice thickness (interslice gap: 1.2 mm), FOV 250 mm, matrix size 64 × 64 (voxel size 1.72 × 1.72 × 3.75 mm), which allowed imaging of the complete temporal lobe, as well as frontal and parietal areas. Analysis of fMRI data was performed with the SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping 12, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, Institute of Neurology, UCL, London, UK). The data were realigned to account for motion, smoothed with a 5-mm Gaussian smoothing kernel, and normalized to a standard template in Montreal Neurological Institute space.
fMRI paradigms
We assessed emotion recognition by a well-characterized "dynamic fearful faces" paradigm. For assessment of social cognition, a theory of mind (ToM) fMRI paradigm was employed.
Statistical analysis
The patients' coded data (clinical, imaging, psychiatry, neuropsychology) were analyzed with SPSS (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA). The patients' clinical characteristics were summarized using descriptive statistical methods, such as frequencies, percentage, means, and standard deviations. We performed a subgroup analysis byusing descriptive statistics inanexplorative way. Categorical data were analyzed by means of Pearson's chi-squared test (if all expected numbers of counts are at least 1); otherwise Fisher's exact test was used. Either the Freeman-Halton extension of Fisher's exact probability test or the chi-squared test with Yates correction was used fortables largerthan2 × 2. Inthe case of significant differences, pair-wise comparisons were carried out by means of Pearson's chi-squared test (if all expected numbers of counts are at least 1); otherwise Fisher's exact test was used. Noncategorical data (e.g., age at seizure onset) were first analyzed by rank-based ANOVA. Two-by-two comparisons were performed by means of either the Mann-Whitney test or t test depending on scale and distribution type. In a comparative analysis of different groups, only those with sample size greater than five were included.
Ethical framework
All study participants and parents of underage subjects were asked to give their written informed consent after a full explanation of the purposes of the study, MRI/fMRI procedures, SCID I and II interviews and neuropsychological testing. The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of the city of Salzburg.
Results

Plausibility study
We tested seven patients with JME (four women; mean age 20 ± 10.8 years) and seven healthy probands (four women; mean age 25 ± 4 years) matched for gender, age, and educational level. The study participants underwent thorough neuropsychological testing, SCID I and II interviews, brain MRI and fMRI with "dynamic fearful faces" and ToM paradigms. Already in this small sample there were obvious deficits in the SCID I and II (in 43% of patients vs. 0% in healthy controls). The ToM tests revealed statistically significant more frequent wrong responses in the patient group compared with healthy controls (Faux Pas Test-16% vs. 6%; Moving Triangles test-69% vs. 53%; Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test-42% vs. 28%). In patients, there were also clear tendencies of deficits in executive functions and emotion recognition. The structural analysis demonstrated changes in volume and cortical morphology in the left hippocampus, insular and cingulate cortices, as well as frontal lobes in the JME patients compared with healthy controls. The fMRI ToM paradigm also showed aberrant activations in the limbic system in JME patients compared with controls (. Fig. 1 ). These differences in fMRI analysis, however, were not statistically significant in this small sample.
Discussion
Here, we present the preliminary results of our study related to emotion recognition and social cognition in patients with JME. Our results, despite a small sample, show clear deficits in patients compared with healthy subjects in executive functions, emotion recognition, and social cognition in both neuropsychological testing and fMRI. This study is ongoing and more data are necessary for further convincing results and sound conclusions.
Hier steht eine Anzeige.
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The ability to recognize emotions is the most important social skill. Basic emotions like happiness, fear, disgust, anger, and sadness appear to be cross-cultural with the amygdala playing a crucial role in the processing of cognitive, autonomic, and behavioral responses to emotional stimuli [18] . Social cognition refers to the ability to interpret and predict others' behavior with regard to their beliefs, intentions, feelings, attitudes, and perspectives. Social cognition enables us to interact in complex social environments and to engage in activities that we value most, such as family, friendship, love, and cooperation. Accordingly, impairments in social cognition can have a devastating impact on social interactions, interpersonal relationships, employment, and experiential activities, which are identified as key factors for subjective wellbeing and happiness [19] . The role of the mesial temporal region in decoding emotions has been shown by a number of lesional and functional imaging studies [20] . Involvement of the fronto-limbic structures in both seizure generation in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) and recognition of emotions has stimulated numerous studies on social-cognitive abilities in patients with TLE [21, 22] . The patients with mesial TLE, as compared with patients with epilepsy not originating in the mesial-temporal or frontal lobes and healthy controls, are impaired in their ability to recognize a faux pas-a typical skill [22] . Decision-making also belongs to the various cognitive abilities that fall within the realm of social cognition. Patients with mesial TLE have difficulties learning from feedback and making decisions under uncertainty and ambiguity, as shown by our group [23] . Social-cognition and decision-making abilities of patients with mesial TLE were compared with those with extra-mesial TLE and healthy controls. Patients with mesial TLE were significantly impaired compared with healthy controls on most measures of social cognition. Emotion recognition was more impaired in patients with mesial TLE than in those with extra-mesial TLE [24] .
Psychosocial outcome in JME patients is controversial and there are only few studies exploring this domain [25, 26] . 
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Keywords
Imaging studies of JME patients have focused mainly on thalamo-cortical connections and most have assessed morphological aspects (e.g., cortical thickness, connections between given brain structures) in isolation without their functional correlates and potential psychosocial consequences [29] . We intend to overcome these limitations by utilizing a novel imaging approach and looking for possible morphological and functional alterations from different perspectives. Another serious shortcoming of previous JME imaging studies is the almost exclusive focus on adult populations of JME patients with many years of seizure disorder behind them [29] . Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy manifests itself in early adolescence with a peak at around 14-16 years and therefore it is of decisive importance to carry out imaging studies on young patients with new-onset JME.
In our upcoming study, we plan to include prospectively at least 50 patients with newly manifested JME (within the first 3 years of disease onset). We aim to compare imaging and neuropsychological data of younger patients with newly manifested JME with those who have longstanding JME in order to determine whether cerebral structural/functional changes are intrinsic to the epileptic condition or whether they represent the result of longstanding seizure activity. Cognitive dysfunction and increased cortical excitability have been reported in siblings of JME patients [30] . We aim to further investigate the cognitive profile and imaging correlates in the siblings of JME patients with a focus on emotion recognition and social cognition.
Other important questions concerning the impact of various disease variables (seizure types, frequency, seizure freedom, EEG patterns, etc.) as well as the effect of the anti-epileptic drug treatment on emotion recognition and social cognition will be addressed in our upcoming study. 
